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June 10, 2019Almost returned it after reading the negative reviews, but realized that I would at least give it a shot and try to install it I hooked it up and it automatically set the time! To save myself frustration I immediately used instructions to set the alarm, not difficult to follow their examples, but certainly not intuitively. I was able to pre-
install my favorite radio station and connect bluetooth without a manual. Love a compact size, radio, and Bluetooth connection at such an affordable price. Goodbye cell phone alarms! I shot one star because it's not intuitive and it doesn't sound like a speaker bose (obviously). Helpful? I bought this online, so was a little surprised by the
size, thought it would be a little bigger. Should have paid more attention to size, but this saves space on the nightstand. I particularly like the USB charging port, and the watch has a lot of features that I've been looking for, with 2 alarms and the ability to set alarms for Mon-Friday and another on the weekend, so I don't have to turn to
remember to reset it on a Sunday night. I found it a bit hard to work with and get used to it. The buttons feature completely flat to the surface, so in the dark and reaching over from the bed, you're not sure what function you're pushing or exactly where the button is. As well as having to look down on it to see the description of the function of
the button. I often found myself going through a few steps to achieve what I wanted as I started with the wrong button. The dimmer display is great at night so as not to be intrusive, however if you don't return it to a normal display during the day it's almost unreadable in normal light and at any distance from it. Helpful? Setting up the watch
and menu is incredibly unintuitive. In no way to figure out how to set up without instructions. Almost back, but Bluetooth works well, so I'm tough out of the instructions until I'm used to it. The watch's bright/dim levels are appropriate. All functions seem to work the way they should. The backup battery is not enough time. Helpful? On April
15, 2020I bought this modern alarm clock because it had great features, but a few months later its main function (clock) started to fail. Lights in some numbers don't work! I have had cheaper digital watches that have worked for years, so I feel really disappointed about this product. Helpful? January 18, 2020Y absolutely hate this alarm
clock. Each button has several uses, but they do not respond as stated. For example, if you press the dimmer button, it activates the snooze button and turns on the radio. Then the stupidity doesn't turn off. Setting the time and everything else is a train wreck. I've just had enough to deal with this piece of garbage over the last few years
and finally broke my fist toss it. It belongs to a plastic shredder. Helpful? November 11, 2016 I myself at any I'm not going to try to sell a piece of junk like this!!! Helpful? June 26, 2015, Terrible! Terrible! I find it very difficult to understand what each button does. It's hard to establish. The best feature is Bluetooth and USB charging. I don't
recommend it. Doesn't like the giftInstructionSound for moneyCavalitiHerpful? September 15, 2020This worst alarm clock ever! And the directions are so difficult to set the alarm. And you can't stop the alarm. I just throw it away after not being able to stop my alarm clock from constantly disturbing 2:00am. The directions are tiny and I have
to use a magnifying glass to read them. But setting the alarm goes crazy. Worst product I've ever bought. And I'm not an illiterate product! I can program any other device, product or computer in my home. DON'T BUY IT! Don't like Sound-Kuali as a giftInstructionHerpful? The hour-long radio won't work on any of the alarms. Returned for
the money back as there were no other double radio alarm clocks in the warehouse. Still looking for DUAL Alarm Clock.Helpful? We hooked up this watch and found out in the middle of the night that the numbers are so big and bright that they light up the whole room. He's going to return that watch. Helpful? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Table Content
10 Image is not available forColor: Read Instructions - All Safety and Function. If you are unable to insert cork vessels as this can lead to a fire risk or operating instructions should be read before full into the socket, try reversing the plug. When electrocuted. LOCATION OF DIMMER USB CHARGER CONTROLS. THE LOCATION OF THE
CONTROLS 1. POWER BUTTON / SOURCE 2. PAIR OF BLUETOOTH / PLAY / PAUSE BUTTON 3. SKIP/TUNE THE FORWARD BUTTON 4. SKIP/TUNE THE BACK BUTTON 5. DIMMER BUTTON 6. The brand-new Sylvania SCR1986BT-AS Bluetooth Radio Watch with Auto-Set Dual Alarm. Free shipping. (undamaged, no labels)
with all the original guides, software and accessories. Fees will apply to all missing parts. All refunds will only be processed through the corporation's headquarters. Please allow up to 15 business days to handle. Shop for Sylvania SCR1986BT-AS Bluetooth Radio Watch with Auto-Set Dual Alarm. Our guides provide customers with
information on how to charge a USB. ALARM ONE BUTTON 7. VOLUME DOWN BUTTON 8. SLEEP BUTTON 9.CLOCK AND SLEEP Installation Clock 1. With power shut down, press and hold MEMORY/CLOCK BUTTON. Click skip/TUNE BUTTON to select 12HR or 24HR mode. Click SKIP/TUNE BUTTON to set up the hour. Click
MEMORY/CLOCK BUTTON again to set up protocols. Minutes on the display will start flashing. When paired remain within 3 feet of the device. Using controls on your Bluetooth device, select SCR1986BT in Bluetooth pairing settings. If your device overworks your password, enter the default password 0000.Playing Audio via Bluetooth 1.
After a successful Use controls on a connected Bluetooth device to select Track 2. To play or suspend your chosen track, use the controls on the Bluetooth device, or PAIR BLUETOOTH / PLAY / PAUSE BUTTON on the device. 3.LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY This quality product is justified to be free of manufacturer defects in the
material and working ship, provided that the device is used in normal operating conditions intended by the manufacturer. If you have any problems with this product, please and are strongly encouraged to visit our website www.curtisint.com before taking any other steps as we have additional copies of the instructions, operating guides and
problem shooting tips on our website which gives you the answer to the most. The lady I spoke to was very helpful and nice. I had a watch???? It's been a long time to go back to the store. It still doesn't work properly. Alarm at 11pm every night and then a loud noise a couple of hours later. I threw it away. I've never had a watch or any
item that has so few directions to just make it work normally. So I guess I just threw my money down the drain. I can see where others have had the same problem. They love me?? No refund and no hours as of course there were no working hours to start with. How can you sell an item like that and not return your money.???? Almost
returned it after reading the negative reviews, but realized I would at least give it a shot and try to install it I hooked it up and he would automatically set the time! To save myself frustration I immediately used instructions to set the alarm, not difficult to follow their examples, but certainly not intuitively. I was able to pre-install my favorite
radio station and connect bluetooth without a manual. Love a compact size, radio, and Bluetooth connection at such an affordable price. Goodbye cell phone alarms! I shot one star because it's not intuitive and it doesn't sound like a speaker bose (obviously). Almost returned it after reading the negative reviews, but realized I would at least
give it a shot and try to install it I hooked it up and he would automatically set the time! To save myself frustration I immediately used instructions to set the alarm, not difficult to follow their examples, but certainly not intuitively. I was able to pre-install my favorite radio station and connect bluetooth without a manual. Love a compact size,
radio, and Bluetooth connection at such an affordable price. Goodbye cell phone alarms! I shot one star because it's not intuitive and it doesn't sound like a speaker bose (obviously). Almost returned it after reading the negative reviews, but realized I would at least give it a shot and try to install it I hooked it up and he would automatically
set the time! To save myself frustration I immediately used instructions to set the alarm, not difficult to follow their examples, but certainly not intuitively. I was able to pre-install my favorite and connect bluetooth without guidance. Love a compact size, radio, and Bluetooth connection at such an affordable price. Goodbye cell phone alarms!
I took down one star because it's not intuitive, and it's not like a bose speaker (obviously). Almost returned it after reading the negative reviews, but realized I would at least give it a shot and try to install it I hooked it up and he would automatically set the time! To save myself frustration I immediately used instructions to set the alarm, not
difficult to follow their examples, but certainly not intuitively. I was able to pre-install my favorite radio station and connect bluetooth without a manual. Love a compact size, radio, and Bluetooth connection at such an affordable price. Goodbye cell phone alarms! I shot one star because it's not intuitive and it doesn't sound like a speaker
bose (obviously). I bought this online, so was a little surprised by the size, thought it would be a little bigger. Should have paid more attention to size, but this saves space on the nightstand. I particularly like the USB charging port, and the watch has a lot of features that I've been looking for, with 2 alarms and the ability to set alarms for
Mon-Friday and another on the weekend, so I don't have to turn to remember to reset it on a Sunday night. I found it a bit hard to work with and get used to it. The buttons feature completely flat to the surface, so in the dark and reaching over from the bed, you're not sure what function you're pushing or exactly where the button is. As well
as having to look down on it to see the description of the function of the button. I often found myself going through a few steps to achieve what I wanted as I started with the wrong button. The dimmer display is great at night so as not to be intrusive, however if you don't return it to a normal display during the day it's almost unreadable in
normal light and at any distance from it. I read the bad reviews. I thought to myself: I'm a savvy tech professional. These reviewers are all probably old people who can't set the clock on their microwave. This product is really scary. I would like to ask the designer of this product a few questions:1. Are you a nonconformist? Good job.
However, some major conventions for these kinds of devices were created decades ago. I actually had to read the instructions to set the alarm. Congratulations, you made me read the instructions for a simple electronics product for the first time - ever. Why do you think the hour-long radio should only work in daylight? You've made
identical indicator lights for many things (AM/PM, radio/buzzer, daylight saving in/off, etc). However, the labels for each of them are not visible in the dark. Were you afraid that there was a patent for common sense that you could infringe on? This may explain the use of the same button for multiple, completely unrelated functions. Want to
turn off the radio/alarm? Just hold the power button for 3 seconds. Unfortunately, you only sleepily pressed the button - sorry, you are now in Bluetooth mode. Only 3 more cranes and 3 Hold everything right again.4. Why do you assume that everyone wants to listen at full volume? I put the radio volume on a normal, human-tolerant level.
Why did you make this device completely ignore previous settings every time the alarm goes off?5. Why does the colon blink? Just displaying '10:35' wasn't exciting enough? You had to make the colon blink?6. Are you just so loathing to be assigned to a very unsexy watch radio project that you decide to take it to the company? I'm asking
because you could just call. The radio design clock reached its peak around 1985. You really shouldn't have done any work. You make an effort to make this product worse.7. You design this after a conversation over drinks where one of your buddies asked: What if in every moment of making a decision you did the opposite of what made
sense? What would that look like? That would be awesome! If so, congratulations. You managed to make this product as scarier as possible while technically functioning enough to make it past quality control and on store shelves. Kudos to my friend! I usually check reviews before I buy, but not here. Like 99% of people who own these
hours frustrated with setting the alarm will set your character on fire. To access the time setting or alarm you are instructed to rotate the power that is futile direction. You can't turn off the power and are left to spend half an hour or more trying to get the alarm clock leaving you wanting to smash the thing with a hammer. ABSOLUTELY
USELESS PIECE OF JUNK!!!!!! I've emailed the company but still haven't heard from them. I'm sure if others emailed I didn't tell them anything they didn't hear.but good GRIEF! I swore never to buy the Sylvania product again. KEEP LOOKING! IT'S NOT THE ALARM CLOCK YOU WANT. IT'S TERRIBLE. IT'S INSANELY AWFUL. I
HATE THAT WATCH. As almost everyone else has said, this is the most disappointing watch ever to set up. And, even if you get it customized to your liking, praying you don't have to change anything because it's just as hard to figure out a second time. The instructions don't fit the product, and as stated, how little or a lot you press on a
certain button changes everything. But my biggest complaint is the rising anxiety. My old anxiety did it, but gradually. This alarm goes from low to ear piercing in seconds (before you can flip it over and off it) and when you turn it off, if you don't turn it off, it will start in a loud state it's run out in. I wish I had read the reviews before I bought it,
but I was in the store and it sounded good. Lesson learned, read the reviews before you buy! Buy!
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